AGENDA

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 03, 2022

SCHEDULED FOR HEARING (9:00 am)

16-504    SAFEWAY INC
17-217    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
17-218    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
17-219    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
17-220    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
17-221    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
17-225    SAFEWAY INC
17-226    SAFEWAY INC
17-227    SAFEWAY INC
17-228    SAFEWAY INC
17-229    SAFEWAY INC
17-315    UNIFIED GROCERS INC
17-316    UNIFIED GROCERS INC
17-401    SAFEWAY INC
18-113    SAFEWAY INC
18-114    SAFEWAY INC
18-115    SAFEWAY INC
18-116    SAFEWAY INC
18-117    SAFEWAY INC
18-126    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
18-127    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
18-128    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
18-129    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
18-130    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
18-380    SAFEWAY INC
19-171    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
19-172    2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
19-173    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
19-174    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
19-175    2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
19-177    SAFEWAY INC
19-178    SAFEWAY INC
19-179    SAFEWAY INC
19-180  SAFEWAY INC
19-181  SAFEWAY INC
19-288  SAFEWAY INC.
20-221  CONSOLIDATED CONTAINER COMPANY
20-287  STOCKTON GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
20-294  DELTA VIEW APARTMENTS II LLC, STEPHANIE J. NAZZISI
20-295  DELTA VIEW APARTMENTS I LLC, STEPHANIE J. NAZZISI
20-296  CAL VAL FOOD SERVICES INC, CHRIS GIANULIAS
20-298  WING & A PRAYER INC
20-353  SV FINCAS LLC
20-357  TRACY PETRO INC (PETCO)
20-362  H & S ENERGY LLC
20-364  CHEROKEE TIMES SQUARE LLC
20-366  GIANULIAS, CHRIS
20-370  MEHROKE, SUCHA S.
20-381  CENTERPOINT PROPERTIES TRUST
20-382  SIV ARMY COURT LLC
20-384  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
20-385  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
20-386  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
20-387  2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
20-392  COASTAL PACIFIC FOOD DIST INC
20-396  - AFFECTED PARTY, PRISM TEAM SERVICES INC OF THE VALLEY
20-401  2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
20-405  (ATTN: MARK MURMAN), BRE MG WATERFIELD SQUARE LLC
20-406  (ATTN: MARK MURMAN), BRE MG WATERFIELD SQUARE LLC
20-411  PANOUSSI, RAMIN
20-431  CHEP USA
21-123  SIV ARMY COURT LLC
21-146  NIAGARA BOTTLING LLC
21-276  SAFEWAY INC
21-277  SAFEWAY INC
21-278  SAFEWAY INC
21-279  SAFEWAY INC
21-280  SAFEWAY INC
21-281  SAFEWAY INC
21-282  SAFEWAY INC
21-299  BRE MG WATERFIELD SQUARE LLC
21-300  BRE MG WATERFIELD SQUARE LLC
21-335  2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
21-336  2014 ESA PROJECT COMPANY LLC
21-337  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
21-338  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
21-339  2015 ESA PROJECT CO LLC
21-341  COASTAL PACIFIC FOOD DIST INC
21-350  CALIFORNIA NATURAL PRODUCTS
21-375  WING & A PRAYER INC
21-452  CHEP USA
POSTPONEMENTS

17-208        H J HEINZ COMPANY LP
18-293        H J HEINZ COMPANY LP
19-187        H J HEINZ COMPANY LP
20-241        GROCERY OUTLET AS LESSEE
20-352        H J HEINZ CO LP
20-354        WAYFAIR
20-358        BROWN SAND INC
20-361        MANTECA STADIUM HOTEL LLC
20-407        FEDEX GROUND PACKAGE SYSTEM INC
20-408        FEDEX GROUND PACKAGE SYSTEM INC
20-426        REYNOLDS RANCH SR DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LP
20-427        CAR CORRAL HOLLOW LLC
20-433        OLDCASTLE INFRASTRUCTURE, INC.
21-046        MANTECA STADIUM HOTEL LLC
21-047        GROCERY OUTLET AS LESSEE
21-141        OLDCASTLE INFRASTRUCTURE, INC.
21-204        CENTERPOINT PROPERTIES TRUST
21-205        CENTERPOINT PROPERTIES TRUST
21-206        CENTERPOINT PROPERTIES TRUST
21-247        CAR CORRAL HOLLOW LLC

STIPULATIONS

18-390        SUPERVALU
18-391        SUPERVALU
18-477        UNIFIED GROCERS INC
20-259        GAYLE M. BAVA, TRUSTEE AND VERNON A. BAVA
20-367        NORMAN & CAROL SCHEINER TRUST
20-430        UNIFIED GROCERS INC. LESSEE (SUPERVALU)
21-241        (SUPERVALU, INC.) ATTN: CORP TAX DEPT., CF GROCERY DISTRIBUTION
PROPCO LLC

WITHDRAWALS

18-475        UNIFIED GROCERS INC C/O DAVID SCHAFER-PROPERTY TAX
18-476        UNIFIED GROCERS INC C/O DAVID SCHAFER-PROPERTY TAX
19-211        CONSOLIDATED CONTAINER COMPANY
20-849        CF GROCERY DISTRIBUTION PROPCO LLC (SUPERVALU)
20-850        CF GROCERY DISTRIBUTION PROPCO LLC (SUPERVALU)
20-851        CF GROCERY DISTRIBUTION PROPCO LLC (SUPERVALU)
20-249        MISTER CAR WASH
20-250        MISTER CAR WASH
20-284        INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
20-285        TURNER ROAD PROPERTIES LLC
20-297        DARTANO FARMS INC, FRANK L. BOITANO
20-394        FOSTER DAIRY FARMS
20-399        RADNET MANAGEMENT INC
20-400        RADNET MANAGEMENT INC
WITHDRAWALS

STORE SPE CORINTHIAN LLC
20-403 STORE SPE CORINTHIAN LLC
20-423 SJC TTC
20-424 SJC TTC
20-425 SJC TTC
20-428 MEDLINE INDUSTRIES INC
20-429 UNIFIED GROCERS INC. LESSEE (SUPERVALU)
20-466 CLNC NNN ALBERTS CA LLC
20-472 UNIFIED GROCERS INC. (SUPERVALU INC.)
21-242 (SUPERVALU, INC.) ATTN: CORP TAX DEPT, CF GROCERY DISTRIBUTION PROPCO LLC
21-351 CALIFORNIA NATURAL PRODUCTS
21-357 OLDCASTLE
21-381 CENTERPOINT PROPERTIES TRU ETAL
21-460 H & S ENERGY LLC
21-461 H & S ENERGY LLC

CONSIDER REQUEST TO AMEND APPLICATION

20-396 - AFFECTED PARTY, PRISM TEAM SERVICES INC OF THE VALLE

ADJOURN TO THURSDAY, DECEMBER 01, 2022 09:00 AM